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WHAT DOES THE FUTUR E HOLD?

There have been such advances in our subject during the last few months,
that our knowledge of events has increased a dramatiea 11 y.
Some of the
revelations made at the Leeds Conference should make us pause for a moment
and reflect on where mankind is going? A synopsis of the conference has
been given in this issue.
LEEDS CONFERENCE SPECIAL
The annual Quest Conference took place on Saturday,
Civic Theatre, Leeds.

26th September at the

Several well known speakers were programmed and this resulted in the
conference being well attended. One surprise guest was the American, Bob
Dean, who had the audience spellbound by his revelations about the activity
of NATO HQ in the investigation of UFO activity during the early sixties.
TONY DODO revealed d etails of a report received from Budd Hopkins, who had
fourteen independent witnesses who were out in the street and had observed
a UFO hovering outside a twelve storey apartment building in the USA. The
witnesses saw a blue light shoot out of the UFO and three aliens " float 11
down the blue light and into the building.
The next thing that the
witnesses saw was the three aliens floating out again, but this time they
had a woman with them and she was " floating" out with them!
Editors Note: At this stage we can reflect on a comment made by the author
of " Secret Life" , Or David M. Jacobs. He stated that in view of the number
of abductions taking p 1 ace where abductees are " floated" through windows,
it was surprising that nobody had ever seen this happen.
He said that
there were always people around , even late at night, either walking their
dog or returning home and nobody had ever reported seeing aliens fJoating
through windows with a human being in tow.
Tony Dod d continued, by saying that three of those witnesses were security
men guarding a " very important person" and they were actually taking this
person to a he1 icopter pad. As they were on their way, a 11 the e1 ectrics
on the car cut out. Immediately the security guard s were on the alert and
it was then that they spotted the UFO hovering outside the block of flats.
As they watched , they saw the b1 ue 1 ight transferring the a 1 iens and the
woman.
It appears that the woman was returned to her home and 1 ater
interviewed and regressed by Budd Hopkins.
It transpired that she was
taken onto the craft and underwent various types of examination and study.*
* Detai1 s of the abduction procedures ean be found in the book " Secret
Life" obtainable from Arcturus Books Inc., P.O.Box 831383, Stone Mountain.,
GA 30083-0023. Price $21 + $2.32 Shipping Cost.

Seen at the "QUEST" Conference,

Leeds.

.-

C olin A n d r e w s and O m a r Fo wl e r c ha t a b o u t "o l d times " .

Les T r um a n, C h rm n . M a n s f i e l d UFO Gro u p , w i t h V id eo K i ng' K e n Potts PRA

GRAHAM W. BIRDSALL gave the audience a talk on the latest advances in
aircraft technology, showing his wide knowledge of a number of secret
development projects.

-.

COLIN ANDREWS had flown in from the USA, especially for the conference. He
gave a detai1 ed and thought provoking talk on the development of Crop
Circles, their meaning and interpretations. -He also gave a dire warning
that in the coming weeks there would be positive action by a number of
sources to discredit the subject.
As an example, he stated the a forthcoming " Equinox" TV programme was being
one month ahead of schedule, because such is the frenzy of activity in the
" intelligence"
fraternity,
with
regard
to
our
phenomena
he
continued
it is abundantly clear that there is a direct association with
the phenomenon of UFO's and the research that he had been doing for nearly
a decade. Very important things are occurring and at such a rate now, that
" the lid is off" , but " you ain't heard nothin' yet! "
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I have been speaking with L inda Howe and Budd Hopkins, peop1 e 1 ike John
Mack, Or. Stephen Greer etc., for the first time are beginning to fear
their own security.
That is where we are now, more than ever before we
need your support, because we are attempting to tell you the facts.
Whatever is wrong with the World, when we cannot discuss the truth!
With changing attitudes, we will have a changing World and an introduction
to a 11higher plane" of existence beyond our grasp. As the tide turns and
the evolutionary time buds' are opening, some religious groups and
politicians will undoubtedly become extremely nervous, if not alarmed!
Think of the implications if you turned on your television set, to be told
" Yes they are here" and I do not believe this is more than just a few
months away. Something certainly is reacting with psychic of humanity, the
evidence of that was in the Wiltshire Downs, in the vicinity of Alton
Barnes on the 27th of July this year. There are friends who have fallen
out with me, because of a statement I made on BBC TV in early June, mainly
in the South and South-West area, it was out of character with me, but I
felt that what I said was true.
I stated my position and that was I believed that between the 20th and the
30th of July this year, there would be some kind of interaction b�tween
" airborne" components and researchers at ground 1 evel.
Proving for the
first time, that some form of intelligence was at work
it happened. It
is one of the reasons why I fulfilled my commitment here, to come and tell
you, with Dr. Greer's permission (USA), that we were witnessed to a series
of extraordinary events in the Wiltshire area on the 27th of July.
•

•

•
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Colin Andrews went on to show a number of slides of the Corn Circles that
appeared this year and then recounted how glowing balls of light had been
seen at night in the area of the Wi1 tshire Downs.
They behaved in an
intelligent manner and responded to light signals from the ground.
T his
later resulted in a pictogram of the same signalled light pattern, being
found in a nearby wheat field the following morning.*
*This has also been confirmed by PRA member Eddie Sherwood, who was in the
vicinity at the time.

Fa ces a t t h e 11Qu e s t 11 C o n ference,

Leeds.

.-

Mystery m a n " Arme n V i ct o r i a n .. & G arry St a plet o n ( P RA)

A r th u r T om l i n s o n s t u d y i n g c as e h isto r i e s at L eeds.

ARMEN VICTORIAN gave an intriguing talk, indispersed with tape recordings,
of himself and various officials speaking together on the telephone.
The first tape recording played, was of Armen Victorian speaking to a
person allegedly involved in a 11dis-information" programme relating to Crop
Circles.
Mr Victorian stated that this programme has been going on for
some time, but to date, we had not been able to identify the persons behind
this " manipulation" programme. He went on to state that some of the people
are well known public figures and that they have been involved in the
production of the forthcoming " Equinox" TV programme and have played some
positive role in confusion and distortion of Crop Circle information in the
past.
Mr Victorian then played a tape recording of a conversation between himself
and another unidentified person. The person answering his queries spoke in
very guarded tones and when questioned about payment for Mr Victorians
services, stated that he " need not worry about that, the payment would be
in very generous terms" .

-.

Mr Victorian then went on to discuss the " Majestic 12" project and the
doubtful authenticity of documents currently being circulated. He spoke to
an American government official, at great length and detail concerning the
It was established that the code
document • s series of code 1 etters.
letters on the document were not in a series used by the President
Eisenhower, or any other Presidential administration. ( It would have been
more effective to p 1 ay on 1 y excerpts of the taped conversation, with a
verbal explanation, instead of listening to tedious details of numerous
numerical lists issued from the White House Office. O.F.)

·.

In another taped conversation, an American voice confirmed that there had
been a UFO crash forty miles outside of Colorado Springs last year (?) and
a video tape had been made of the incident. " It shows the Military, it
shows the craft, it shows a couple of bodies in every detail" .
Various
questions were asked by Mr Victorian concerning 11the source" and after more
detailed questioning, it was established that the information came from an
11 Intelligence 11 source.
It appears that the video film, was taken by people (presumably civilians)
who came upon the craft, before the Mi 1 itary were informed. The American
voice stated that the craft was 3001 long and was a triangular shape. When
questioned by Mr Victorian as to the type of occupants, it was established
It appears
that 11We are talking 'Grays'" , all the occupants were dead.
that the craft crashed and ripped open and was " a mess" .
A number of slides were due to be shown during Mr Victorians talk, but for
some reason they first appeared upside down and back to front. It appeared
to be impossible to re-sort them before the conclusion of the talk
If he
was being " got at" , Mr Victorian kept a cool head and calmly finished his
talk.
•

•

•

•

Editors N ote: It is di ffi cult to comment on the recordings that were
played, as many of them involved people acting in what one might call " grey
areas" . By all accounts there are many devious people involved in
undercover activity associated with the Crop Circle and UFO subjects.

BOB DEAN SPEAKS OUT

His revelations stunned the audience into silence
How can I begin to tell you how I got into this field, it's kind of
strange.
I was a professional soldier, I spent twenty seven years in the
United States Army and most of those years were in the infantry in " special
operations" , " special forces" . I remained a sceptic until I had the
opportunity to be assigned to the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
in 1963.
I was pleased to have a " Cosmic" top-secret clearance which was
the highest security level for NATO.
Apparently, this is what had been happening in the 50's and early
60's
large numbers of metallic circular objects of enormous size, flying
in formation at extremely high altitudes, at high rates of speed, had been
sighted over Europe, repeatedly coming from the Soviet Zone or over the
Warsaw Pact area, circling over France, Germany, turning north and
disappearing off of our Radar over the North Sea. These "Fly Overs" very
nearly triggered World War 111 between we and the Soviets several times!
•

•

•

•

In my view, this subject that we are discussing this afternoon, is the
major issue of our time. The Planet Earth is and has been, the subject of
extensive,
massive and very thorough detailed survey by several
extraterrestrial civilisations.
These civilisations have demonstrated an
extremely advanced technology, possibly hundreds or even thousands of years
beyond ours.
There seems to be a process or a plan of some kind unfolding and that they
who are conducting this survey have demonstrated that a development of some
Evidence indicates that this programme
kind of programme was under way.
has been going on for a very long time, Genenetic manipulation is still
going on!
It hasn't stopped, it hasn't ceased, it is still taking place!
*A full transcript of Bob Deans talk is now available in booklet form from
the Editor, price £1.50 plus 18p postage.

..

TALE ENDERS
PAT DELGADO WRITES (Exclusive)
After reading the transcript of Bob Dean's
"most interesting", Pat Delgado commented:.
.

12th October 1992
talk,

which

he

described

as

A 1 though I, 1 ike yourse 1 f and many more, have be 1 ieved in his hard core
facts for many years now, what happened in his 1 ecture is the apparent
official verification of them. I continue to feel that we are experiencing
Bob Dean is probabl y a very genuine person
a metering out of information.
and what he has said is probab 1 y true, but through what channe 1 was he
al l owed to feed this information?
Was it 'official • or 'spiritual • or did
the l atter control the former for its release!
I treat his words very seriously and I am sure they add credibil ity to what
we already know about various al iens and their activities to date and their
intentions for the future. They are probably thousands of years ahead of us
intellectuall y, so we can only wait, watch and try to understand.

UFO OVER GRAN CANARIA
The wel l known Dowser Michael Newark (Coventry) has recentl y returned from
hol iday in the Canary Isl ands and has written about a UFO that he observed.
Whi 1 e in the Gran Canaria, (Sunday 6th September) at 1230, I saw a UFO
hover in the sky over Pl aya Del Ingles, high in the sky and turning around
very sl owl y.
It was a triangl e shape, with the pointed end down.
Every
time it turned, it fl ashed very brightl y when the side view was at 90
degrees, so much so, that it hurt your eyes to l ook at it. The UFO moved
into a black cl oud cl ose to it, the onl y one in the sky. When I had just
wal ked past a shop, the cl oud broke up and the UFO was gone.
I never saw
it come out of the cl oud or leave the area, I wish I'd had my binocul ars
with me.
The UFO seen was simil ar to the object seen in the Gran Canaries on 5-3-79
UFO TALK AT MELBOURNE
Omar Fowl er gave a tal k on UFO's to fifty members of the "Melbourne
Wednesday Group" on the morning of the 7th October.
There was wide
interest in the subject and the question time overran by hal f an hour!

NEXT MEETING
Wil l be held at the STANLEY CLUB, STANLEY COMMON, Nr Il keston (A609)
THURSDAY 29th October at Bpm
*********************

BUSTY TAYLOR
*********************

The Worl d famous Crop Circl e photographer, will give a sl ide tal k on the
Crop Circl e scene in 1992.
He has just returned from another l ecture tour
He is currentl y attending a Conference in Germany and will fit
in the USA.
us in between a tal k in Cheshire and another in Manchester,
before
departing for yet another tour of the USA !
Non-Members welcome: Admission £1.00

